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Tadano Ltd. expresses its most heartfelt sympathies to those who have been affected by 

the massive earthquake that struck the southern Turkey and Syria border region on February 

6, 2023. 
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Tadano Ltd. Donates an All Terrain Crane to Support Reconstruction After 

the Turkey-Syria Earthquake 

 

Tadano Ltd. has decided to donate an all terrain crane manufactured by Tadano Ltd. to the 

Turkish government to help in the ongoing recovery and reconstruction efforts in the affected 

areas of the Turkey-Syria Earthquake. The crane will be delivered through ENKA Pazarlama 

Ihracat Ithalat A.Ş., a distributor of Tadano products and services based in Istanbul, Turkey. 

 

The ATF50G-3 all terrain crane to be donated is our latest compact model and is capable of 

self-propelled operation even on severely rough roads in the disaster area. It is also a small, 

maneuverable type of crane, and we believe that this crane will make a wide contribution to 

the ongoing restoration and reconstruction of the affected areas. 

 

Tadano Ltd. has built a close business relationship with Turkey over many years.  

We hope that our crane will help the local rehabilitation and reconstruction activities proceed 

quickly and safely.  

 

 

<The crane to be donated> 

All terrain crane "ATF50G-3" 

Maximum lifting capacity : 50 tons 

Maximum ground lift : 40.0 meters 

Donation contact: ENKA Pazarlama Ihracat Ithalat A.Ş. 

Date of donation: April 24, 2023 

*The date of donation may vary depending on 

 the transportation conditions. 

 

＜About ENKA> 

ENKA Pazarlama Ihracat Ithalat A.Ş. is a distributor of Tadano products and services located 

in Istanbul. The company will serve as the point of contact for the donation and will provide 

free transportation within Turkey, commissioning after arrival, and operational training. 
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